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Abstract
The growing demand for high-speed data, quality of service (QoS) assurance and energy
efficiency has triggered the evolution of 4G LTE-A networks to 5G and beyond. Interference is still
a major performance bottleneck. This paper studies the application of physical-layer network coding
(PNC), a technique that exploits interference, in heterogeneous cellular networks. In particular, we
propose a rate-maximising relay selection algorithm for a single cell with multiple relays based on
the decode-and-forward strategy. With nodes transmitting at different powers, the proposed algorithm
adapts the resource allocation according to the differing link rates and we prove theoretically that
the optimisation problem is log-concave. The proposed technique is shown to perform significantly
better than the widely studied selection-cooperation technique. We then undertake an experimental
study on a software radio platform of the decoding performance of PNC with unbalanced SNRs
in the multiple-access transmissions. This problem is inherent in cellular networks and it is shown
that with channel coding and decoders based on multiuser detection and successive interference
cancellation, the performance is better with power imbalance. This paper paves the way for further
research in multi-cell PNC, resource allocation, and the implementation of PNC with higher-order
modulations and advanced coding techniques.
Index Terms
Physical-layer Network Coding, PNC, Interference, Cooperation, Cellular Networks, LTE-A,
WiMAX, CoMP, Heterogeneous Networks, HetNet, Relay Selection, Software Radio, USRP
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2I. INTRODUCTION
As operators evolve their networks toward the 4th generation (4G) Long Term Evolution-
Advanced (LTE-A), the research community has moved on to the study of technologies to be
adopted in the 5th generation (5G). The evolution to 5G is triggered by the forecast explosion
in mobile data traffic, which is expected to grow 7-fold from 2013 to 2017 [1]; 66% of that
mobile traffic is expected to be video by 2017 with an increasing number of devices requiring
high-speed wireless broadband.
In LTE-A systems, attempts to address these requirements are made by cell size reduction
and aggressive frequency reuse. As a result, interference between cell sites is identified
as the major performance bottleneck [2], [3] and techniques such as coordinated multipoint
(CoMP) transmission and reception and heterogeneous networks (HetNet) have been proposed
[4]. In a CoMP-based HetNet, the base station and users coordinate their transmissions and
receptions with the help of many low-powered nodes such as relays, femtocells, picocells and
remote radio heads. Such systems are shown to have improved cell coverage and also spectral
efficiency [5], [6]. Further performance gains can be achieved by employing physical-layer
network coding (PNC).
PNC was first proposed in 2006 [7], [8] as a way to exploit interference inherent in wireless
communication systems. Rather than treating interference as a form of corruption, PNC
exploits the natural network coding operation that occurs when the desired and interfering
electromagnetic waves superimpose with each other. Compared with the traditional non-
network-coded scheme (TS), PNC could achieve a 100% throughput gain [9]. Since its
inception, PNC has gained a wide following in the research community and has recently
been considered as a study item in the 3GPP standards [10]–[12].
A. Related Work
To date, most PNC studies have focused on the two-way relay channel (TWRC) model
where all the nodes transmit at equal powers [9]. Two key issues in PNC, symbol asynchrony
and channel coding, were addressed in the time domain in [13] and in the frequency domain
in [14]. PNC was also successfully implemented on a software radio platform and insights
on throughput gains, symbol misalignment, channel coding, effect of carrier frequency offset
and real-time issues were gained through these practical prototyping efforts [14]–[16].
In cellular networks, where there are multiple relays deployed in the cell, an important
problem is to select the optimum relay to assist the end-to-end information exchange between
3the base station and the user. In [17] and [18], relay selection was studied in a PNC system
where the amplify-and-forward1 (AF) strategy was adopted at the relays. Both relay selection
algorithms were based on minimising the overall sum bit-error-rate, and the optimisation
problem was simplified by assuming equal time allocation for all the links. An AF-based
PNC system is however known to be limited by noise, especially at low signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) [19]. For instance, when the SNR is between 5-7.5 dB in a symmetric TWRC,
the achievable rate of ANC reduces by 5-22% when compared to TS [9]. The performance
limitation due to noise could be mitigated by adopting the decode-and-forward2 (DF) strategy
at the relays [9]. At low SNRs (5-7.5 dB) in a symmetric TWRC, DF-based PNC still performs
better than TS, achieving a rate gain of 20-27%. The DF strategy is therefore considered in
this paper.
Relay selection in a DF-based PNC system was studied in [20]. The algorithm, called SC-
PNC, is based on the widely applied selection-cooperation technique [21], [22] and consists of
two steps. In the first step, the end nodes transmit their symbols in the multiple-access phase
and all the relays that are not in outage are added to a list for selection. In the second step,
the relay in the list that minimises the broadcast-phase outage probability or maximises the
minimum mutual information of the two broadcast links is selected. This algorithm assumes
equal time allocation for all the links and a closed-form expression for the outage probability
is derived.
The drawback of the approach in [20] is that the relay selected to maximise the minimum
mutual information of the two broadcast links may not be the optimum one for the multiple-
access phase. This sub-optimum selection could affect the overall rate of the PNC system. We
have also seen that the relay selection algorithms in the literature are simplified by assuming
equal time allocation for all the links. The performance of the system could be further
improved by allocating more time for the weaker link. In addition, the problem of power
imbalance, which is inherent in a cellular network, has not been studied. Since all the nodes
transmit at different powers, the decoding performance at the relay in the multiple-access
phase could be impacted. All the above gaps are addressed in this paper.
1The relay amplifies the received superimposed network coded symbol and forwards it to the end nodes.
2The relay decodes the superimposed network coded symbol rather than the individual symbols transmitted by the end
nodes.
4B. Contributions
We consider a PNC system where the nodes transmit at different powers and the time
slots allocated for the links are made inversely proportional to their achievable rates. Our
objective is to maximise the overall rate of the PNC system and with imbalanced transmitted
powers, this necessitates allocating more time for the node with the weaker link. To the
best of our knowledge, such a system has not been studied in the literature and we call it
PNC-B. We prove that the optimisation problem is log-concave and propose a gradient-ascent
based algorithm for relay selection. The performance of PNC-B, in terms of overall rate and
densification gain, is shown to be much better than SC-PNC [20].
We then study the decoding performance of the relay in the multiple-access phase, given
the power imbalance in the system. An experimental study on a software radio platform is
conducted. We show that with link-by-link channel coding, the decoding success rate is better
when there is an imbalance in power. In addition, we show that power control to balance the
SNRs could be detrimental to the performance, especially at low SNRs.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II gives an overview of the system
model adopted in this paper. Section III then studies the transmission strategies and their
corresponding information-theoretic rates. In Section IV, we look at the relay selection
problem for PNC-B. The proof that the optimisation problem is log-concave and the derivation
of the algorithm can be found in Section IV-A. The simulations results comparing the
performance of the proposed PNC-B algorithm with SC-PNC [20] can be found in Section
IV-B. Section V then describes the software radio experimental setup and analyses the
decoding performance of PNC-B for various SNRs. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper
and suggests avenues for further research.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system consists of a cell served by a single base station with multiple users and
relays. The traffic between the base station and the users is bidirectional. We assume that
every scheduled user will have a unique relay assisting it. Both the linear and planar network
models are considered, as shown in Figures 1a and 1b respectively.
The figures show a single scheduled user and a unique relay assisting it. In both models, the
base station is represented as node A, the user as node B and the optimum relay assisting
them as node R0. Each node is equipped with a single omnidirectional antenna. The cell
radius is denoted by r and the base station is placed at the origin in both models. In the
5(a) Linear Model (b) Planar Model
Fig. 1: Network Models
linear model, the relay and user are at distances xR0 and xB respectively from the base
station. In the planar model, the locations of the relay and user are Cartesian coordinates,
(xR0 , yR0) and (xB, yB) respectively.
In general, the received power at node y when node x transmits at power P (t)x is given by
P (r)xy = P¯x|hxy|2d−nxy (1)
where n is the path loss exponent, and |hxy| and dxy are the normalised gain of the channel
and the distance between nodes x and y, respectively. In (1), P¯x is the received power from
node x accounting for the free space path loss, given by
P¯x =
(
c
4pifc
)2
dn−20 P
(t)
x (2)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, fc is the carrier frequency, d0 is the reference
distance and P (t)x is the transmitted power of node x.
In cellular networks, it is fair to assume the following constraint on the transmitted powers.
P
(t)
A > P
(t)
R0
> P
(t)
B (3)
This form of power imbalance is considered in this paper. Without loss of generality, time-
division duplexing is assumed and all nodes in the network respect the half-duplex constraint
6since full-duplex wireless is presently very challenging to implement.
III. TRANSMISSION STRATEGIES AND RATES
The PNC scheme is shown in Figure 2. In the first time slot, called the multiple-access
phase, the base station and user (nodes A and B respectively) transmit simultaneously. The
relay tries to deduce a network coded message from the superimposed signals of A and B
in the multiple-access phase. This process is called PNC mapping and is described in great
detail in [9]. In the second time slot, called the broadcast phase, the relay broadcasts the
deduced network-coded message to the base station and the user. Using the self-information,
each end node can extract the signal transmitted by the other.
Fig. 2: Physical-Layer Network Coding
The rate of the multiple-access phase is upper-bounded by (4). If link-by-link channel
coding is done in the PNC system, where the relay performs channel decoding and re-
encoding in addition to PNC mapping [9], then it is shown in [23] that the upper bound is
approached within 1/2 bit using nested lattice codes. The rate of the multiple-access phase
using lattice codes is given by (5).
RMA = min
{
log2
(
1 +
P
(r)
AR0
N0W
)
,
log2
(
1 +
P
(r)
BR0
N0W
)}
bps/Hz
(4)
7RLCMA = min
{
log2
(
P
(r)
AR0
P
(r)
AR0
+ P
(r)
BR0
+
P
(r)
AR0
N0W
)
,
log2
(
P
(r)
BR0
P
(r)
AR0
+ P
(r)
BR0
+
P
(r)
BR0
N0W
)}
bps/Hz
(5)
For the broadcast phase, the rate is given by (6).
RBC = min
{
log2
(
1 +
P
(r)
R0A
N0W
)
,
log2
(
1 +
P
(r)
R0B
N0W
)}
bps/Hz
(6)
The overall achievable rate of the PNC system with equal time-slot allocation, as assumed
in the literature [17], [18], [20], is given by (7).
RPNC =
1
2
min
{
RLCMA, RBC
}
bps/Hz (7)
For the PNC system considered in this paper with rate-maximizing unbalanced time alloca-
tion, the overall achievable rate is given by (8).
RPNC−B = min
{
ρMAR
LC
MA, ρBCRBC
}
bps/Hz (8)
where ρMA = RBCRLCMA+RBC
and ρBC =
RLCMA
RLCMA+RBC
are the fractions of time allocated for the
multiple-access and broadcast phases respectively. Thus,
RPNC−B =
RLCMARBC
RLCMA +RBC
bps/Hz (9)
IV. RELAY SELECTION FOR PNC-B
A. The Algorithm
This sub-section addresses the problem of relay selection for the PNC-B transmission
strategy. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been studied in the literature. The SC-
PNC approach in [20] cannot be easily extended to PNC-B as the derivation of the outage
probability becomes mathematically intractable.
The optimum relay is the one that maximises the overall rate of the PNC-B system given
by (10).
R˜PNC−B =
RMARBC
RMA +RBC
bps/Hz (10)
In (10), the upper bound rate for the multiple-access phase, given by (4), is used for analytical
simplicity. If the rate using nested lattice codes, given by (9) is used, the optimisation
8problem becomes mathematically intractable. It will however be shown in Section IV-B
that the optimum relay derived using the upper-bound approximation in turn maximises the
achievable rate using nested lattice codes.
RMA and RBC , given by (4) and (6) respectively, can be rewritten as RMA = min {RAR0 , RBR0}
and RBC = min {RR0A, RR0B}. In order to keep the equations simple, we first consider the
linear model.
Lemma 1. The overall rate of the PNC-B system, dependent on the user and relay locations,
consists of four cases given by,
R˜PNC−B =

RAR0RR0A
RAR0+RR0A
if xR0 ∈
(
xB
D
, xB
]
RAR0RR0B
RAR0+RR0B
if xR0 ∈
(
xB
D
, xB
2
]
RBR0RR0A
RBR0+RR0A
if xR0 ∈
(
xB
2
, xB
D
]
RBR0RR0B
RBR0+RR0B
if xR0 ∈
[
d0,
xB
2
]
(11)
where D = 1 +
(
P
(t)
B /P
(t)
A
)1/n
.
Proof: From (4), RMA = RAR0 when RAR0 < RBR0 and RMA = RBR0 otherwise. When
RAR0 < RBR0 ,
log2
(
1 +
P
(r)
AR0
N0W
)
< log2
(
1 +
P
(r)
R0B
N0W
)
log2
(
1 +
P¯A|hAR0|2x−nR0
N0W
)
<
log2
(
1 +
P¯B|hBR0|2 |xB − xR0|−n
N0W
) (12)
Ignoring the effects of fading and considering that the optimum relay has to lie between the
base station and the user, (12) reduces to
P
(t)
A x
−n
R0
< P
(t)
B (xB − xR0)−n (13)
The effects of fading are ignored to decouple the problem of relay selection from resource
allocation. In an OFDM system, the effects of wideband (frequency-selective) fading are
mitigated by dividing the signal into many narrowband subcarriers. Maximising performance
in such a flat fading environment is then a resource allocation issue. In [24], the problem
of subcarrier allocation in an OFDMA-based heterogeneous system that employed straight-
forward network coding was studied. For a PNC system, this problem would alter slightly
since the same subcarriers would need to be used by the base station and the user in the
9multiple-access phase. This is however beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed
in the future.
Solving (13) for xR0 , we can obtain the range of values for which RMA = RAR0 which
are, xR0 ∈
(
xB
D
, xB
)
where D = 1 +
(
P
(t)
B /P
(t)
A
)1/n
. On the other hand, RMA = RBR0 when
xR0 ∈
[
d0,
xB
D
]
.
Similarly, from (6), RBC = RR0A when RR0A < RR0B and RBC = RR0B otherwise. Thus
from RR0A < RR0B, we get
P
(t)
R0
x−nR0 < P
(t)
R0
(xB − xR0)−n (14)
Equation (14) is obtained similar to (13). Solving (14) for xR0 , we get RBC = RR0A when
xR0 ∈
(
xB
2
, xB
)
and RBC = RR0B when xR0 ∈
[
d0,
xB
2
]
. Combining these results for RMA
and RBC , we can obtain (11).
Lemma 2. The search for the optimum relay can be restricted to the range
(
xB
2
, xB
D
]
.
Proof: To prove this lemma, the validity of the four cases in Lemma 1 have to be
analysed. Given the power constraint (3) where P (t)A > P
(t)
B , the constant D is less than 2.
Hence, xB
D
> xB
2
which makes Case 2, where xR0 ∈
(
xB
D
, xB
2
]
, invalid. For Case 1 where
xR0 ∈
(
xB
D
, xB
]
, the optimisation problem will be skewed towards the user since a relay
closer to the user will be chosen. Similarly, Case 4 will be skewed towards the base station
since a relay in the range
[
d0,
xB
2
]
will be chosen. Thus, the search space for the optimum
relay must be the one in Case 3 where xR0 ∈
(
xB
2
, xB
D
]
.
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, (10) simplifies to
R˜PNC−B =
RBR0RR0A
RBR0 +RR0A
; xR0 ∈
(xB
2
,
xB
D
]
(15)
The objective function for PNC-B is then
f(xR0) =
(
1
loge 2
)
.
g(xR0)h(xR0)
g(xR0) + h(xR0)
(16)
In (16),
g(xR0) = loge
(
1 + ΓB(xB − xR0)−n
)
(17)
h(xR0) = loge
(
1 + ΓR0x
−n
R0
)
(18)
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where ΓB =
P¯B |hBR0 |2
N0W
and ΓR0 =
P¯R0 |hR0A|2
N0W
. The relay selection problem for the linear model
can be formulated as
maximise
xR0
f(xR0)
subject to
xB
2
< xR0 ≤
xB
D
|xB − xR0| ≥ d0
(19)
The following lemmas and theorem will help design the algorithm to solve (19).
Lemma 3. If a function f on R is twice differentiable, then it is log-concave if and only if
domf is a convex set and f ′′(x)f(x) ≤ f ′(x)2,∀x ∈ domf [25].
Lemma 4. Log-convexity and log-concavity are closed under multiplication and positive
scaling [25].
Theorem 1. The objective function for PNC-B is log-concave for xR0 ∈
(
xB
2
, xB
D
]
.
Proof: Taking the logarithm of (16),
F = loge g + loge h− loge (g + h)− loge (loge 2) (20)
To prove log-concavity, we need to obtain the first and second order derivativse of RBR0
and RR0A, which are functions g(xR0) and h(xR0) respectively. The first-order derivative of
g(xR0) can be obtained to be
g′(xR0) =
nΓB (xB − xR0)−n−1
1 + ΓB (xB − xR0)−n
(21)
An assumption that ΓB (xB − xR0)−n  1 is made, which is valid for the setup considered.
Moreover, this assumption only serves to keep the equations simpler and does not affect the
proof for log-concavity. Equation (21) becomes (22) and the second-order derivative is (23).
g′(xR0) =
n
xB − xR0
(22)
g′′(xR0) = −
n
(xB − xR0)2
(23)
Now for h(xR0), the first-order derivative is
h′(xR0) = −
nΓR0x
−n−1
R0
1 + ΓR0x
−n
R0
(24)
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A similar simplification is made as earlier by assuming that ΓR0x
−n
R0
 1, which is valid for
the setup considered. Equation (24) becomes (25) and the second-order derivative is (26).
h′(xR0) = −
n
xR0
(25)
h′′(xR0) =
n
x2R0
(26)
Using (17), (22) and (23), we can obtain
g(xR0)g
′′(xR0) = −
n loge (1 + ΓB(xB − xR0)−n)
(xB − xR0)2
(27)
and
g′(xR0)
2 =
(
n
xB − xR0
)2
(28)
Since n, ΓB and (xB − xR0) are positive, gg′′ < 0 and g′ > 0. Thus by Lemma 3, g is
log-concave.
Similarly, using (18), (25) and (26), we can obtain
h(xR0)h
′′(xR0) =
n loge
(
1 + ΓR0x
−n
R0
)
x2R0
(29)
and
h′(xR0)
2 =
(
n
xR0
)2
(30)
The condition for log-concavity, hh′′ ≤ (h′)2, is satisfied if and only if xR0 ≥
(
ΓR0
en−1
) 1
n
. For
the setup considered in this paper,
(
ΓR0
en−1
) 1
n
< d0 and since this is outside the domain of f ,
h is also log-concave (by Lemma 3).
Now let j = g + h. In general, the sum of log-concave functions is not log-concave [25].
So we look at the first and second-order derivates of j given by
j′(xR0) =
n (2xR0 − xB)
xR0 (xB − xR0)
(31)
and
j′′(xR0) = −
nxB (2xR0 − xB)
x2R0 (xB − xR0)2
(32)
Since dom f =
(
xB
2
, xB
D
]
, 2xR0 − xB > 0. This means that j′ > 0 and j′′ < 0. Thus,
jj′′ ≤ (j′)2 and hence j = g + h is log-concave (by Lemma 3).
Since g, h and g + h are log-concave, then by Lemma 4, f is also log-concave.
The following observations can be made from Theorem 1:
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1) An optimisation algorithm such as gradient ascent will be able to find the global
optimum relay location, x∗R0 .
2) If there is no relay at x∗R0 , then the next best option is to choose the one closest to the
global optimum solution.
3) The boundary for placing relays for PNC-B is r
D
, which will be useful for network
planning.
The gradient of F (xR0) can be obtained to be
F ′ =
g′
g
+
h′
h
− g
′ + h′
g + h
(33)
In order to compute F ′, ΓR0 and ΓB have to be obtained which would require channel
estimates at the base station and relay respectively. Algorithm 1, which is based on gradient
ascent, describes the relay selection process for PNC-B. The parameter α is the step size and
the criteria for convergence are:
1) F at iteration i+ 1 is less than that of iteration i, or
2) x∗R0 >
xˆB
D
Algorithm 1: Relay Selection (Linear Model)
Initialise empty list of optimum relays;
for each user in list do
Estimate the user location xˆB using received SNR
P
(r)
AB
N0W
;
Initialise x∗R0 =
xˆB
2
;
repeat
x∗R0 := x
∗
R0
+ αF ′ /* F ′ given by (33) */
until convergence;
Add relay closest to x∗R0 to the optimum relays list;
end
The algorithm requires as input the transmitted powers of each of the nodes and the locations
of the deployed relays, which are known a priori. Besides these two inputs, the algorithm
also requires the received SNRs from each of the users in the cell in order to estimate its
distance from the base station. In the algorithm, the received SNR from the user will be
an estimate based on the reference or training symbol transmitted by the base station. This
is typically relayed to the base station through the control channel as measurement reports.
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In LTE, for instance, the measurement report contains the reference signal received power
(RSRP) and the reference signal received quality (RSRQ) [26]. In order to obtain the estimate
of the user location (xˆB), the operator could employ the Minimisation of Drive Tests (MDT)
reports specified in the 3GPP LTE standards [27]. These reports contain RSRP, RSRQ and
detailed location information in the form of GPS coordinates. This information can be used
to train a machine learning algorithm that estimates xˆB. This is however beyond the scope
of this paper and will be addressed in the future.
The extension of Algorithm 1 to the planar model is straightforward. The objective function
f will be dependent on the coordinates (xR0 , yR0) and the gradients
∂F
∂xR0
and ∂F
∂yR0
have to
be computed. Note that in each iteration, xR0 and yR0 have to be updated simultaneously.
B. Simulation Results
The simulation setup is summarised in Table I. Link-by-link channel coding is done in the
PNC system and the achievable rate is computed assuming the use of nested lattice codes
[23] in the system. This rate is averaged over 1000 different network realisations.
TABLE I: Simulation Setup
Base Station Transmitted Power, P (t)A 46 dBm
Relay Transmitted Power, P (t)R0 30 dBm
User Transmitted Power, P (t)B 23 dBm
Path Loss Exponent, n 3.7
Cell Radius, r 1 km
Reference Distance, d0 10 m
Carrier Frequency, fc 1.9 GHz
Fading Model Rayleigh
Step Size, α 0.01
Figure 3 shows, as an illustrative example, the achievable rates for different relays for
the case of a user located at (850,750) metres, i.e. near the cell edge. Relays, represented
as red pluses, are deployed with a separation distance of 200 metres. The achievable rates
(in bps/Hz) for the overall system using each relay is shown against the corresponding plus
symbol. It can be seen that Algorithm 1 for the planar model, which is derived using the
upper-bound approximation, chooses the optimum relay that maximises the overall achievable
rate of the system.
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Fig. 3: PNC-B Relay Selection in the Planar Model
With the relay selection algorithm in place, we compare the rates of the proposed PNC-
B scheme with that of SC-PNC [20] in Figure 4. Two different network deployments are
considered, a dense deployment where relays are placed every 10 metres in the cell (Figure
4a) and a sparse deployment where the relay separation is 400 metres (Figure 4b). It can
be seen that PNC-B outperforms SC-PNC for all user locations. In addition, the gain of
PNC-B over SC-PNC is more significant for a sparse deployment. Intuitively, this is down to
the unequal time-slot allocation in PNC-B. For a dense deployment, the difference in SNRs
between the two multiple-access links will be smaller than that of a sparse deployment.
We will now look at another performance metric, called network densification gain, as
defined in [28]. The densification gain, ρ in (34), measures the effective increase in the
aggregate data rate relative to the increase in base station or relay density. In (34), if the
number of relays/km2 is doubled, then the network density factor = 2.
ρ =
Aggregate Rate Gain
Network Density Factor
(34)
In Figure 5, the densification gain and rate gain of the proposed PNC-B scheme are
compared with that of SC-PNC for various network densities. 100 users were uniformly
distributed in the cell and the reference network density was 10 relays/km2. The y-axis on
the left, in blue, represents the densification gain and the y-axis on the right, in red, represents
15
(a) Relay Separation = 10m (b) Relay Separation = 400m
Fig. 4: Rate Performance Comparison
the aggregate rate gain. It can be observed that if the network density is doubled, PNC-B
outperforms SC-PNC by about 22%. It can also be observed that as the network density
increases, we get diminishing returns in terms of the aggregate rate gain. In addition, the rate
gain for SC-PNC approaches that of the proposed PNC-B scheme only at very high relay
densities. For instance, when the network density is increased 10-fold, the rate is doubled
for both PNC-B and SC-PNC, when compared to the reference density of 10 relays/km2.
V. PNC DECODING PERFORMANCE WITH POWER IMBALANCE
In the previous section, a relay selection algorithm for PNC-B that maximised the overall
rate achievable assuming the use of nested lattice codes was proposed. A constraint on the
transmitted powers was imposed where P (t)A > P
(t)
R0
> P
(t)
B , which is typical in a cellular
network environment. This constraint may however lead to an imbalance in received SNRs at
the relay in the multiple-access phase. This section studies the impact of this power imbalance
on the decoding performance.
The decoding performance is defined as the rate at which the superimposed signal is
successfully decoded by the relay in the multiple-access phase. We perform an experimental
study of the decoding performance on the universal soft radio peripheral (USRP) platform,
where the conditions of a cellular network are emulated. This study serves to augment the
theoretical work done in the previous section and to get us closer to implementing PNC in
a practical cellular network.
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Fig. 5: Densification and Rate Gain Comparison
A. Cumulative Distribution Function of the Received SNRs
Before describing the USRP experimental setup, a simulation-based study is done to obtain
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the received SNRs at the relay for each of the
links. The CDF will help us understand the likelihood of power imbalance at the relay in
the multiple-access phase. It will also serve to guide the selection of the appropriate SNRs
for which experimental results will be collected from the USRP setup. The received SNR of
the base station-relay link is denoted by ΓAR0 and the received SNR of the user-relay link is
denoted by ΓBR0 . For the setup described in Section II, 100 users are uniformly distributed
in the cell and the optimum relay for PNC-B is selected for each of the users. Two different
network deployments are considered: one in which the relays are densely deployed with
a separation distance s = 100 m and the other in which s = 600 m. Rayleigh fading is
considered and the received SNRs for 1000 different network realisations are obtained.
Figures 6a and 6b show the CDF of ΓAR0 and ΓBR0 for s = 100 m and s = 600 m
respectively. The CDF of ΓBR0 is a smooth curve since many users are considered and their
locations are randomly distributed in the cell. The CDF of ΓAR0 has steps since the location
of the base station is fixed and for a given user, there are only a certain number of relays
to choose from in the cell. Since there are more choices for relay selection in the dense
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(a) Relay separation, s = 100m (b) Relay separation, s = 600m
Fig. 6: CDF of SNRs ΓAR0 and ΓBR0 for PNC-B
deployment (s = 100m), ΓAR0 has more steps. We define low, medium and high SNRs for a
link xy to be the following:
1) Low SNR: Γxy ≤ 7.5 dB
2) Medium SNR: 7.5 dB < Γxy ≤ 10 dB
3) High SNR: 10 dB < Γxy ≤ 30 dB
TABLE II: Probability of Low, Medium and High SNRs
CDF
Relay Separation
100 m 600 m
P(ΓAR0 <= 7.5 dB) 0 0
P(ΓBR0 <= 7.5 dB) 0.1 0.23
P(7.5 dB < ΓAR0 <= 10 dB) 0 0
P(7.5 dB < ΓBR0 <= 10 dB) 0.15 0.11
P(10 dB < ΓAR0 <= 30 dB) 0.47 1
P(10 dB < ΓBR0 <= 30 dB) 0.62 0.48
The probabilities for the low, medium and high SNRs for the AR0 and BR0 links are
summarised in Table II. It can be seen that for the two network deployments, the probability
that ΓAR0 is low or medium is 0. This is because the base station is transmitting at very high
power and in the worst-case the relay is only 600 metres away, which is within the boundary
derived in Section IV-A. On the other hand, since the mobile is transmitting at low power,
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it is quite likely that ΓBR0 is low (10% for s = 100m and 23% for s = 600m). As expected,
the likelihood of a low ΓBR0 is greater for a network with fewer relays.
B. Experimental Setup
Fig. 7: Decoder Architecture at the Relay
We use the implementation of PNC on the USRP platform, detailed in [14], to analyse the
decoding performance for various SNRs. The physical layer is based on OFDM and the cyclic
prefix (CP) is used to resolve symbol asynchrony and prevent inter-symbol interference. The
details of this and the frame format can be found in [14]. The modulation and coding schemes
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used by the end-nodes (A and B) are BPSK and convolutional coding as defined in the LTE
standard [29, Chapter 10]. Since the decode-and-forward strategy is considered in this paper,
link-by-link channel-coded PNC is implemented where the relay decodes the superimposed
channel coded symbols from A and B and re-encodes it before broadcasting. Let the source
symbols from nodes A and B be SA and SB respectively. After channel coding, the symbols
XA and XB are transmitted in the multiple-access phase. The relay receives the superimposed
coded symbols from A and B corrupted by noise. It then tries to decode SA ⊕ SB before
re-encoding it for the broadcast phase. The XOR-Channel Decoder (XOR-CD) [14] is used
at the relay. In XOR-CD, an XOR mapping of the received symbol Y to the transmitted
network-coded symbol XA⊕XB is first performed, followed by channel decoding to obtain
SA ⊕ SB. The channel decoder at the relay implements the Viterbi algorithm [14]. Error
checking is also performed to verify if the decoding was successful. The IEEE CRC-32
(cyclic redundancy check) function is modified in the implementation so that CRC(SA⊕SB)
= CRC(SA) ⊕ CRC(SB) [15].
If the channel decoding is unsuccessful (i.e. CRC check fails), two additional decoders
are used to decode the individual source symbols SA and SB. The first decoder is based on
reduced-constellation multi-user detection (RMUD) and the second is based on successful
interference cancellation (SIC). In RMUD, the number of constellation points to consider for
decoding is reduced by adopting the log-max approximation. In BPSK, for instance, the four
possible constellation points (±1,±1) are reduced to two, the details of which can be found
in [30]. In SIC, the stronger signal is first decoded and the estimate of that is subtracted from
the received signal to then decode the weaker one. If decoding is successful, both decoders
would output SA and SB and they are then combined to form SA ⊕ SB. Figure 7 gives an
overview of the decoder architecture at the relay.
C. Decoding Performance
Figure 8 shows the decoding performance of XOR-CD alone and also the combined XOR-
CD, RMUD and SIC decoders. The x-axis shows the received SNRs of the two end nodes at
the relay. This is represented as an ordered tuple of the form (ΓBR0 ,ΓAR0) in dBs. It can be
observed from the graph that at low SNRs, the decoding performance of XOR-CD is very
low. It can also be observed that the decoding success rate improves when the received SNRs
are imbalanced. For instance, for the (7,7.5) dB SNR pair, the success rate of XOR-CD is
only about 10% and the success rate improves to about 33% for the (7,9) dB SNR pair.
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Similarly, the decoding performance of (7,9.5) dB is significantly greater than (7.5,7.5) dB.
Since all the nodes are transmitting at maximum power, power control to balance the SNRs
could be detrimental to the decoding performance, especially at low SNRs. At medium to
high SNRs, the decoding performance of XOR-CD is between 88-95%. The success rate of
XOR-CD could be further improved by using more advanced coding techniques.
Fig. 8: PNC Decoding Performance at Relay
The gain of using RMUD and SIC decoders over XOR-CD can be observed to be greater
at low and medium SNRs and not so significant at high SNRs. This gain is quantified in Table
III. We will look at the fourth row in the table to illustrate how the data can be analysed.
For the SNR pair (7.5,9.5) dB, the gain provided by the RMUD and SIC decoders over
XOR-CD is 6.9%. The contributions of RMUD and SIC toward this 6.9% gain are 10% and
97% respectively. The final column shows that both RMUD and SIC get 7% in common for
successfully decoding the individual source symbols SA and SB.
We can now observe from Table III that at low and balanced SNRs, the success rate gain
from RMUD and SIC is very low (between 0.1 and 1.2%). When the SNRs are imbalanced,
the contribution of RMUD and SIC is greater (between 4.6 and 6.9%), especially when the
SNR from one of the nodes is low. It can also be observed that the contribution of SIC
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is significantly greater when there is an imbalance in SNRs. This is expected since SIC is
designed to differentiate and decode the strong and weak signals.
TABLE III: Contribution of RMUD and SIC Decoders
SNR Pair (dB)
Success Rate Gain from Contribution towards Gain
RMUD + SIC (%) RMUD (%) SIC (%) RMUD ∩ SIC (%)
(7,7.5) 0.1 100 0 0
(7,9) 6.1 0 100 0
(7.5,7.5) 1.2 25 75 0
(7.5,9.5) 6.9 10 97 7
(7.5,10.5) 4.6 9 96 5
(7.5,13.5) 3.1 15 87 2
(9.5,9.5) 1.7 30 90 20
(9.5,10.5) 2.2 47 76 23
(9.5,13.5) 1.5 27 91 18
(12.5,20.5) 0.8 27 86 13
These experimental results have practical implications and can be used by the network
operator to make a tradeoff between cost and complexity. If cost in terms of relay deployment
is an issue, then there will be fewer relays in the network resulting in the likelihood of a low
ΓBR0 to be higher. Then, the highly complex relay with XOR-CD+RMUD+SIC decoders
have to be deployed to improve the decoding performance. If on the other hand complexity
is an issue and the relay consists of XOR-CD only, then more relays have to be deployed to
reduce the likelihood of a low ΓBR0 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper applies PNC in a heterogeneous cellular network in a single cell. For bidirec-
tional traffic between the base station and the user, a relay-selection algorithm is proposed
where uneven time allocations for the multiple-access phase and the broadcast phase are
adopted to maximize the overall achievable data exchange rate. The optimisation problem
is shown to be log-concave and relay selection is based on the gradient-ascent algorithm.
Compared to the widely applied selection-cooperation technique, the proposed algorithm
performs significantly better for all user locations and network deployments.
The decoding performance of PNC with imbalanced SNRs is then studied on the software
radio platform. For the setup considered, the experimental results show that the decoding
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success rate improves when the received SNRs are imbalanced with channel coding. Since
all the nodes are transmitting at maximum power, the results show that any power control
to balance the SNRs could be detrimental to the decoding performance, especially at low
SNRs. Two additional decoders based on multiuser detection and successive interference
cancellation are also studied and when combined with the channel decoder, it is shown to
improve the decoding performance at low and medium SNRs.
In the future, this study will be extended to a multi-cell setting with higher-order modu-
lations and advanced coding techniques. The problem of resource allocation in the presence
of fading will also be considered. The studies in this paper assumed an accurate estimate of
the user location based on the received SNR. An accuracy study of these estimates based on
real network data will be undertaken in the future as well.
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